History {#S0001}
=======

Approximately 30% of the patients with epilepsy have seizures refractory to anti-epileptic drugs despite optimal management.[@CIT0001],[@CIT0002] After unsuccessful trials of two medications, the likelihood of achieving seizure freedom with a third is less than 4%. In such patients with drug-resistant epilepsy,[@CIT0003] surgical intervention may be an effective treatment option if the seizure onset zone can be well localized. In some cases, where seizure semiology, noninvasive scalp EEG, and imaging concordantly suggests a clear epileptogenic zone (EZ) in a surgically accessible region, a resection or other targeted procedure can be performed with reasonable confidence. However, when there is discordant information, multiple potential foci, or nearby eloquent cortex, intracranial implantation of electrodes and extra-operative mapping of the seizure onset zone can aid in further treatment planning.[@CIT0004]

Subdural electrodes (SDE) have been the seizure mapping approach of choice for decades in the United States. Strips and grids of electrodes are placed in the subdural space through a craniotomy or burr holes, allowing for electrocorticography and localization of seizure onsets on the cortical surface. Otfrid Foerster and Hans Altenburger introduced SDE in 1935 and were the first to describe an ictal seizure pattern.[@CIT0005] Wilder Penfield and Herbert Jasper built upon these findings two years later by incorporating neural stimulation.[@CIT0006] This development allowed for the identification and preservation of functionally critical cortical areas. Since then, procedural standards have evolved to include extensive preoperative planning, tailored craniotomies or burr-holes, and focused placement of modernized strips and/or grids.[@CIT0007] The technique has frequently been combined with the use of select depth electrodes to sample deeper brain structures such as the hippocampus, but SDE remained the foundation of intracranial seizure monitoring in the United States.

Stereoelectroencephalography (SEEG) is an alternative approach to intracranial monitoring in which depth electrodes are placed through percutaneous twist drill holes to stereotactically defined coordinates in the brain and secured at the skull. Jean Talairach and Jean Bancaud developed SEEG between 1957 and the early 1970s at Hospital Saint Anne, Paris.[@CIT0008] Early SEEG innovators placed the electrodes using frame-based stereotactic systems. A Talairach stereotactic frame and double-grid system were applied under anesthesia.[@CIT0009] To avoid damage to vascular structures, diagraming trajectories initially involved a fusion of angiography and ventriculography within the Talairach atlas.[@CIT0010] Ventriculography was replaced with CT and MRI for co-registration as those techniques became available, allowing for improved visualization and planning.[@CIT0011]

SEEG offered several potential advantages over SDE for certain types of intracranial investigations. While SDE allowed for excellent localization on the cortical surface, SEEG facilitated direct recording from virtually every cerebral structure and three-dimensional seizure localization. SEEG also offered a less invasive option for sampling disparate brain areas, bilateral investigations, and deep cortical areas.[@CIT0012]

Despite over a half century of routine SEEG use in France and Italy, adoption of this technique in other parts of the world was limited until recently. This may be in part because SEEG yields less standardized and lower density sampling of the cortical surface than grids and strips or the lack of familiarity of many centers in localizing seizures based on this type of data. The procedure itself required manual adjustment of stereotactic coordinates for each electrode making it technically tedious and time-consuming, and the need for cerebral angiography to avoid cerebral vasculature added additional time and risk.[@CIT0013],[@CIT0014]

It has only been in the last decade, with the application of stereotactic robotic assistance and demonstration of safety without the need for catheter-based angiography, that SEEG has seen wider adoption and greater familiarity with the data that it produces.[@CIT0015] Robotic stereotactic platforms allow operators to quickly navigate from one trajectory to the next with a high degree of accuracy and reliability. By reducing the manual burden on the surgeon and the time to set trajectories, robotics also opened the door to placing greater numbers of electrodes in more complex arrays.[@CIT0016] At the same time, early adopters demonstrated that they could avoid blood vessel injury and hemorrhage without the need for invasive angiography. The combination of high-volume gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted MRI, and software that allows the surgeon to visualize and manipulate trajectories and anatomy in three-dimensional space, has likely contributed to the safe transition away from angiography.[@CIT0017] Mounting data on safety and utility,[@CIT0012],[@CIT0018] including experience specifically in the pediatric population where a less invasive approach may be particularly appealing,[@CIT0019]--[@CIT0021] have supported further acceptance and more widespread adoption.

Pre-implantation hypothesis, stereotactic planning, and surgical technique {#S0002}
==========================================================================

The goal of invasive monitoring is to localize the EZ and, in some cases, map adjacent or overlapping eloquent cortex. In most centers, a multidisciplinary team including neurosurgeons, epileptologists, and neuropsychologists will review the seizure semiology, neuropsychological testing, noninvasive EEG, and imaging modalities including structural MRI and, variably, positron emission tomography (PET), magnetoencephalography (MEG), functional MRI, and tractography, as well as a Wada test when warranted. Based on the level of confidence in the seizure onset zone, the vicinity to eloquent cortex, and the patient's preferences, invasive monitoring may be pursued. Available data are used to form a pre-implantation hypothesis and the choice of invasive monitoring technique and electrode coverage is based on this hypothesis, alternative hypotheses, and the vicinity to eloquent cortex. The pre-implantation hypothesis is critical because if it is incorrect, seizure recordings are unlikely to adequately define the EZ.

The choice of preoperative and intraoperative imaging has evolved over time and varies between centers. We obtain preoperative volumetric (0.5 mm thin slice) CT and MRI with T1 gadolinium contrast-enhanced and T2 sequences. Some centers advocate for preoperative CT angiogram with iodinated contrast or catheter-based angiography to better visualize and avoid vasculature, though reported rates of hemorrhage are similarly low without additional vasculature imaging modalities (see *Safety* section below).

We perform all SEEG procedures with the ROSA robotic assistant device (Medtech, Montpellier, France) ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). All preoperative imaging can be loaded and merged in the ROSA Brain stereotactic planning software. Other options include the Cosman-Robert-Wells (CRW) (Integra LifeSciences, Plainsboro, NJ, USA) or Leksell (Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden) headframe systems in combination with any compatible stereotactic planning software or frameless stereotactic systems such as the VarioGuide (BrainLab, Munich, Germany) and StealthStation Vertek (Medtronic, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA), though these systems all require manual navigation to each stereotactic trajectory. Use of 3D-printed single-path, multiple trajectory systems, such as the FHC microTargeting Multi-Oblique Platform (FHC Inc., Bowdoin, ME, USA), obviate the need to navigate to each trajectory but limit the ability to adjust or add trajectories intra-operatively or add additional electrodes on short notice post-implantation.[@CIT0022],[@CIT0023] Robotic SEEG has been shown to reduce surgical time while maintaining safety and accuracy comparable to traditional methods.[@CIT0017],[@CIT0024] There is also experience using the Neuromate (RENISHAW, Gloucestershire, United Kingdom) stereotactic robot.[@CIT0025] The National Hospital for Neurosurgery and Neurology (NHNN) has developed the EpiNav system, which includes a proprietary stereotactic planning software and a robot micro-guide system that is integrated with the Medtronic StealthStation frameless neuronavigation system.[@CIT0026],[@CIT0027]Figure 1SEEG stereotactic planning and surgical technique. (**A**) Electrode trajectories are planned based on the pre-implantation hypothesis of the epileptogenic zone. We attempt to employ primarily orthogonal trajectories, avoid cortical vessels and sulci, and maximize gray matter sampling from gyral crowns, through sulcal cortex and depth of sulci, and to deep and medial targets. (**B**) After positioning and registration, the ROSA stereotactic robot is used to navigate to each trajectory in the operating room. (**C**) A small percutaneous incision and twist drill hole is made in line with the planned trajectory. (**D**) An anchor bolt is secured in the skull and the electrode passed to its premeasured depth and secured in the bolt. The process is repeated for each planned trajectory.

Trajectories are planned based on the pre-implantation hypothesis of the seizure onset zone. Where feasible, we prefer trajectories that are nearly orthogonal to the skull as more oblique trajectories may be associated with greater inaccuracy.[@CIT0022],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0029] We avoid surface vessels based on preoperative imaging and minimize crossing sulci to reduce the risk of encountering the contained vasculature. Some common trajectories pass through the temporal neocortex superficially near the entry and reach the amygdala and hippocampal head, body, and tail at the target depth. Others pass through the frontal, parietal, and occipital neocortex and end in different areas of the cingulate gyrus medially. We will often take more oblique trajectories to sample in line with the transverse orientation of Heschl's gyrus or to pass from the frontal or parietal cortex to the insula while avoiding vasculature on the insula and opercular surface and in the Sylvian fissure. In addition to sampling from gyral crowns, we often place multiple electrode leads in the cortex adjacent to sulci and at their depth. The NHNN has also developed automated multiple trajectory planning integrated with the EpiNav system which can reduce planning time while reliably avoiding certain structures or angles as prescribed by the surgeon.[@CIT0030]

On the day of surgery, patients are induced under general endotracheal anesthesia, fixed in a CRW headframe or other cranial fixation device, and registered using laser-based facial recognition. Some centers obtain an intraoperative CT scan after cranial fixation and others use skull fiducials for registration, usually in select cases where positioning may preclude facial registration. The robotic arm is positioned for each trajectory and a guide sleeve fixed in its platform. A twist drill hole is made using a 2.4-mm diameter drill (Stryker Medical, Kalamazoo, MI, USA). The dura is cauterized and opened with insulated coagulation probes and monopolar cautery, and an anchor bolt (PMT Corporation, Chanhassen, MN, USA) is secured in the drill hole. A 0.8-mm diameter blunt, rigid stylet is then passed through the parenchyma to create a tract, and finally an electrode (PMT Corporation, 0.8-mm diameter, 5-mm contact space), with a pre-specified number of contacts and premeasured depth based on the planned trajectory, is inserted and secured. Other manufacturers of depth electrodes and placement systems include DIXI Medical (DIXI Medical, Chaudefontaine, Marne, France) and Ad-Tech Medical Instrument Corporation (Oak Creek, WI, USA). The procedure is repeated for each trajectory. We then obtain a brief sample of electrocorticography from each electrode in the operating room to confirm that they are functioning appropriately. Electrode positions can be confirmed with intraoperative volumetric CT scan, if available, or intraoperative skull X-ray followed by postoperative CT scan, as an alternative.

Patients then undergo continuous video monitoring and electrographic recording in the epilepsy monitoring unit (EMU). Antiepileptic medications are weaned and seizure provocation techniques employed as needed. Ictal and inter-ictal findings are discussed at interdisciplinary case conference. Electrode stimulation is used for mapping of various brain functions and for determination of which electrodes, when stimulated, recapitulate the patient's seizure semiology. Interpretation must take into account the three-dimensional aspect of depth electrode recordings and variable distances between contacts on different electrodes ([Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). Localization requires experience and an interpolation process including analysis of frequencies, spatial relations, and latencies.Figure 2Localization of the epileptogenic zone. (**A**) A postoperative volumetric CT scan is obtained and used to localize each electrode contact in stereotactic space on the co-registered preoperative MRI. For each seizure recorded, the contacts involved are identified. (**B**) A summary of the contacts associated with seizure onset, early spread, and late spread is determined at an interdisciplinary epilepsy conference and used to plan further surgical intervention. Nomenclature is by convention. Each trajectory is named during the planning phase and numbers reflect the electrode contacts in order from deep to superficial (eg, A1--6=amygdala electrode contacts 1-6; HCH1--2=hippocampal head electrode contacts 1-2).

Safety {#S0003}
======

Concerns regarding safety of SEEG likely contributed to its slow initial adoption. The most serious concern is the potential for numerous electrodes passed without direct visualization, through the skull and dura, deeply into the brain to cause intracranial hemorrhage. Early pioneers of SEEG relied on a combination of catheter-based angiography and stereotactic systems to avoid blood vessels. Two recent meta-analyses, predominantly based on experience with catheter-based angiography, found pooled prevalences for hemorrhage of 0.4[@CIT0011] and 1.0%[@CIT0018] the latter study reported a rate of 0.4%[@CIT0018] for intracranial bleeds requiring surgical evacuation. Intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) was most prevalent but subdural and epidural bleeds occurred as well. More recently, multiple centers have eliminated catheter-based angiography, relying instead on high volume T1 gadolinium-enhanced MRI and/or CTA. These single-center series report similarly low rates of hemorrhage ranging from 0% to 1%.[@CIT0017],[@CIT0031] Differences in hemorrhage rates between studies may be due, at least in part, to the lack of standardized reporting. More recently, in a single-center series of 549 SEEG implantations, McGovern, et al report a 19.1% rate of any hemorrhage when reviewing routine postoperative CT scans specifically for this purpose.[@CIT0032] More consistent with other reports, only 2.2% had symptomatic hemorrhage, 0.4% permanent deficit, and 0.2% (1 case) death. Notably, as their technique has evolved over time, there was no difference in hemorrhage rate between procedures performed with angiography, CTA, or MRI or with robotic versus frame-based stereotaxy. By comparison, a meta-analysis of SDE hemorrhages found most to be subdural and epidural with a pooled prevalence 4.0% overall and a 3.5% rate of hemorrhage requiring surgical evacuation.[@CIT0033] In a more recent, single-center experience comparing 139 SDE and 121 SEEG cases, Tandon, et al reported 7 symptomatic hemorrhages in the SDE group and none in the SEEG cohort.[@CIT0034] Given the widespread use of advanced imaging and stereotactic guidance systems, it is reasonable to expect that the low rates of hemorrhage from SEEG can be maintained or improved over time.

Infection is the second most common complication with SEEG. The meta-analysis by Mullin et al reported a pooled prevalence of 0.8%. By comparison, infection rates with SDE are likely over 5%.[@CIT0035] The matched comparison by Tandon et al reported 3 infections in the SDE cohort and none in the SEEG group.[@CIT0034] Furthermore, SEEG electrodes are implanted through small percutaneous incisions and twist drill holes in the skull. Most infections are resolved with antibiotics and/or superficial debridement without surgical intervention. SDE infections often demand surgical evacuation and debridement and, in some cases, discarding the craniotomy bone flap followed by additional surgery for synthetic cranioplasty implantation after the infection has cleared.[@CIT0033]

In the Mullin et al meta-analysis, hardware malfunctions, including broken electrodes and issues with recording, occurred at a rate of 0.4% with SEEG.[@CIT0018] By comparison, the SDE malfunction rate is approximately 1.3%.[@CIT0033] Other rare, reported complications include infarct, cerebral edema, photopsia, and reversible amnesia.[@CIT0018] Additional issues may arise during the monitoring period including deep vein thrombi, pulmonary emboli, urinary tract infections, psychiatric alterations, and allergic reactions.[@CIT0018] Altogether, SEEG's complications combined for a pooled prevalence of 1.3%, with 5 reported deaths in 2,624 cases (pooled prevalence 0.3%).[@CIT0018]

While the above findings stem from mixed-age studies, one meta-analysis of specifically pediatric patients found similarly favorable results.[@CIT0020] After SEEG, 2.9% of the pediatric patients suffered from ICH and no patients were reported to have infectious complications. By comparison, SDE led to ICH in 10.7% of the pediatric patients and infection in another 10.8%. The total complications rate with SEEG was 2.9% compared to 10.7% with SDE. More recent series of predominantly robot-assisted and MRI-based SEEG demonstrate similarly favorable results.[@CIT0019],[@CIT0021]

Efficacy and utility in epilepsy {#S0004}
================================

The efficacy of SEEG can be difficult to assess. The accuracy of SEEG in localizing the EZ will depend primarily on the accuracy of the preimplantation hypothesis, as well as the adequacy of electrode coverage and interpretation of the recordings and any stimulation testing. Different centers and patients may have varying criteria and thresholds for when they will pursue an implant and when the findings are believed to justify surgical treatment. Finally, outcomes from any treatment interventions that follow will depend heavily on the focality and operability of the underlying epilepsies chosen for investigation and the options and choice of surgical treatment technique.

Efficacy can be approximated, in part, by the percentage of patients who go on to have definitive surgery aimed at resection or ablation of the seizure focus and the rates of seizure freedom in those patients. However, it should be kept in mind that identifying an unresectable EZ due to involvement of eloquent cortex or confirming multifocal or nonfocal epilepsy does not constitute a failure of SEEG. In a recent meta-analysis of 33 studies including 2,959 patients who underwent SEEG, the EZ was identified in 92% of the patients, 72% were eligible for epilepsy surgery, and 33% were seizure free after surgery.[@CIT0036] Of those who underwent surgery, 47% achieved seizure freedom. [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"} displays select series in the literature reporting definitive surgery outcomes with greater than 50 patients.Table 1Select clinical SEEG series in the literatureAuthorYearCenterPatients, nMean age (range)Routine imagingEpilepsy type (temporal vs extratemporal) OR lesional vs non-lesional)SystemIntervention% Definitive surgery (resection, LITT, RF-TC) vs other Management (VNS, RNS, DBS, medication)Mean post-surgery follow-up (months)% Engel class ICigánek[@CIT0078]1976Comenius University, Bratislava, CSSR81N/AN/AN/A; N/AN/ASEEG + resection75%6--7224.5%Munari[@CIT0079]1989Multicenter, Paris, France & Rome, Italy27724 (5--50)N/AN/A; N/AFrame-based Stereotactic PlacementSEEGN/AN/AN/ASo[@CIT0080]1989Montreal Neurological Institute, Montreal, Canada5728.9 (14--50)N/AN/A; N/AFrame-based Stereotactic PlacementSEEG + resection93%7329.0%Smith[@CIT0081]1990Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Georgia109N/AN/AN/A; N/AFrame-based Stereotactic PlacementSEEG + resection72%1250.0%Hirsch[@CIT0082]1991Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut11028.2 (10--47)MRI, CT & angiographyN/A; N/AFrame-based Stereotactic PlacementSEEG + SDE + resection83%\>1267.0%Van Veelen[@CIT0083]1993Multicenter, The Netherlands70N/AMRI & CTN/A; N/AFrame-based Stereotactic PlacementSEEG + SDE + + resection80%3666.0%Espinosa[@CIT0084]1994Montreal Neurological Institute, Montreal, Canada17025 (N/A)MRI, CT, ventriculography & angiographyN/A; N/ATalaraich Frame-based Stereotactic PlacementSEEGN/AN/AN/ARoss[@CIT0085]1996U. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan50N/AMRIN/A; N/ALeksell Frame-based Stereotactic PlacementSEEG + resection72%N/A69.0%Guenot[@CIT0086]2001Hospital of Neurology, Lyon, France10035 (N/A)MRI & angiographyN/A; N/AFrame-based Stereotactic PlacementSEEG + resection87%%N/AN/ACossu[@CIT0039]2005Claudio Munari, Milan, Italy21126.9 (2--56)MRI & angiography27% temporal; 63% lesionalTalaraich Frame-based Stereotactic PlacementSEEG + resection87%1256.4%De Almeida[@CIT0087]2006Montreal Neurological Institute, Montreal, Canada21729.9 (N/A)MRI, CT & angiographyN/A; N/ATalaraich Frame-based Stereotactic Placement + Robotic NeuroMateSEEGN/AN/AN/AMcGonigal[@CIT0088]2007Hôpital de la Timone, Marseille, France10028.0 (8--62)MRI & CT40% temporal; 57% lesionalTalaraich Frame-based Stereotactic PlacementSEEG + resection60%3453.3%Gonzalez-Martinez[@CIT0089]2013Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, Ohio10032 (5--67)MRI, CT & angiographyN/A; N/ALeksell Frame-based Stereotactic PlacementSEEG + resection75%1562.3%Cardinale[@CIT0029]2013Niguarda Ca' Granda Hospital, Milano, Italy482N/A (2--56)MRI & angiographyN/A; N/ATalairach Frame-based Stereotactic Placement + Robotic NeuroMateSEEG + resection73%\>12N/ASerletis[@CIT0090]2014Multicenter, Little Rock, Arkansas & Cleveland, Ohio20032 (3--69)MRI, CT & angiography35.1% temporal; 45.5% lesionalLeksell Frame-based Stereotactic Placement + ROSASEEG + resection67%2967.8%Gonzalez-Martinez[@CIT0091]2014Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland,\
Ohio12233.0 (5--68)MRI, CT, & angiographyN/A; N/ALeksell Frame-based Stereotactic PlacementSEEG + resection74%1262.2%Taussig[@CIT0092]2014Fondation Rothschild, Paris, France658.2 (1--17)MRIN/A; 86% lesionalRobotic Frameless Stereotactic PlacementSEEG + resection78%2466.6%Cossu[@CIT0093]2015Multicenter, Milan, Italy8926.7 (2--49)MRI & CT angiography17% temporal; 48% lesionalTalaraich Frame-based Stereotactic Placement + Robotic NeuroMateSEEG + RF-TC100%N/A18.0%Gonzalez-Martinez[@CIT0017]2016Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, Ohio10033.2 (3--64)MRIN/A; 61% lesionalRobotic Frameless Stereotactic PlacementSEEG + resection68%1866.2%Thorsteins-dottir[@CIT0040]2019U. Hospital of Munich, Munich, Germany8535.2 (2--60)MRI & CT angiography64% temporal; 60% lesionalMHT Frame-based Stereotactic PlacementSEEG + resection85%3283.0%[^1][^2]

Rates of conversion from invasive monitoring to surgical intervention may underestimate the utility of SEEG. Given the growing evidence and patient perception that SEEG is less invasive than SDE, SEEG may lower the threshold for who undergoes an intracranial investigation and thus expand the invasive monitoring surgical population. This could inadvertently decrease the rate at which seizures are localized and patients undergo further treatment. In the single-center series by Tandon et al, SEEG was applied to a wider range of scenarios than SDE, including more nonlesional and bilateral cases. Perhaps as a result, SEEG cases were less likely to result in resection or ablation than SDE cases (74.4% vs 91.4%; *p*\<0.001). However, favorable outcomes were observed in 76.0% of the SEEG cases compared to 54.6% of the SDE cases, suggesting the localization achieved with SEEG may be more definitive.[@CIT0034] In addition, SEEG affords the opportunity to delay further surgical discussions and interventions indefinitely after explant in the outpatient setting. By comparison, surgical removal of SDE usually requires reopening the surgical site and so resections are typically performed concurrently. While this change in practice is potentially beneficial for informed decision-making, it may also lead to more patients being lost to follow-up or choosing to forego a craniotomy when it is recommended. These factors could also bias SEEG towards lower rates of conversion from invasive monitoring to surgical treatment.

SEEG avoids unnecessary craniotomies and the associated morbidity, hospital stay, and costs. By contrast, subdural grids commit patients to at least two craniotomies: one for placement and one for removal. After sufficient SEEG data have been collected, percutaneous electrodes can be easily removed and patients discharged the same day. The clinical team can then further analyze the data and discuss treatment options with the patient and family, without prolonging the implant time and adding to the risk of infection. If seizure onsets are non-focal or multi-focal and no targeted surgical intervention is indicated, the patient has at least been spared an unnecessary craniotomy. For other patients, the appropriate first-line treatment may be another stereotactic procedure such as laser interstitial therapy (LITT), radiofrequency thermocoagulation (RF-TC), responsive neurostimulation (RNS), or deep brain stimulation (DBS), rather than an open resection, also sparing such patients a craniotomy.

While SEEG has several potential advantages over SDE, grids and strips may be preferable for certain situations both as the first line for invasive monitoring and after SEEG. Grids provide a higher density, more standardized two-dimensional map of the outer brain surface, which may be preferable for localizing a unilateral superficial neocortical focus. When seizure onsets are near or involving eloquent cortex, a standardized two-dimensional grid can also be used for more detailed extraoperative functional mapping, particularly in or near language cortex. In certain cases, it may be appropriate to pursue SDE after SEEG, such as when SEEG has confirmed a cortical onset but the boundaries of the seizure onset zone and eloquent cortex remain unclear.

Specific applications of SEEG {#S0005}
=============================

SEEG may be particularly beneficial for certain types of intracranial investigations where it would be impractical or challenging to achieve similar coverage with SDE. SEEG allows for relatively easy sampling from deep and medial structures, gray matter in the depths of sulci, circumspherically around deep lesions and prior resection or ablation sites, and simultaneously from multiple lobes or bilateral hemispheres. Vadera et al reported on 14 patients who underwent SEEG after SDE failed to localize the EZ.[@CIT0037] Of the 14, 10 went on to SEEG-guided resections. Of these 10, 7 involved deeply seated neocortical foci and 6 patients ultimately achieved Engel class I outcomes.

Bilateral investigations {#S0005-S2001}
------------------------

SEEG provides utility in cases where the laterality of seizure onsets is unclear. This is particularly useful in cases of deep or mesial epilepsies where rapid spread to the contralateral hemisphere makes lateralization with scalp EEG challenging. Bilateral grids would significantly increase invasiveness and morbidity and may not offer significant advantage over scalp EEG for such medial onsets. However, the likelihood of seizure freedom may be relatively low in this group. In a single-center series, 106 (58%) of 184 patients who underwent bilateral SEEG investigations underwent resection.[@CIT0038] Only 26 (32%) of 81 patients with greater than 1-year follow-up achieved seizure freedom. Notably, SEEG confirmed that 48% of the patients had multiple seizure foci and 40% had bilateral independent onset zones.

Temporal lobe epilepsy {#S0005-S2002}
----------------------

SEEG is frequently used in investigations of suspected temporal lobe epilepsy. With proper planning, electrodes can simultaneously sample the temporal neocortex, including deep sulcal gray matter, and mesial structures like the amygdala and hippocampus, with high degree of accuracy. Such investigations commonly sample from the basal temporal lobe, frontal operculum and basal frontal lobe, the insular cortex, and cingulate gyrus, and can be tailored to include additional frontal, parietal, or occipital coverage as indicated. Multiple studies have reported high rates of seizure freedom following SEEG localization to the temporal lobe, ranging from 72.7% to 80%.[@CIT0017],[@CIT0039],[@CIT0040] SEEG can be particularly useful in cases where the laterality of suspected mesial temporal onset is unclear and in cases of mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (MTLE) without mesial temporal sclerosis. Seizure onsets localized to the amygdalohippocampus (AH) may be treated with a more tailored selective laser amygdalohippocampotomy (SLAH)[@CIT0041],[@CIT0042] or open selective amygdalohippocampectomy (SAH)[@CIT0043],[@CIT0044] rather than anterior temporal lobectomy, which includes resection of the temporal neocortex and is associated with greater neurocognitive side effects. Some series suggest that patients without MTS (ie, non-lesional MTLE) may respond as well to SLAH[@CIT0041] or SAH[@CIT0044] as those with MTS if seizure onset can be localized to the AH with SEEG.

Extra-temporal epilepsy {#S0005-S2003}
-----------------------

SEEG has shown efficacy in extra-temporal epilepsy, including both nonlesional cases and lesional cases with discordant noninvasive workups. Seizure freedom following surgery for extra-temporal lobe epilepsy localized with SEEG range from 50% to 84%.[@CIT0017],[@CIT0039],[@CIT0040] Early experience suggests SEEG can also guide extra-temporal laser ablation.[@CIT0045],[@CIT0046] In one series, 4 pediatric patients (2 with tuberous sclerosis and 2 with focal cortical dysplasia) underwent SEEG followed by LITT.[@CIT0046] At mean follow-up of 9.3 months, 3 patients were seizure free and 1 had significant improvement. In another series, 3 patients with nonlesional epilepsy underwent laser ablation targeting small (\<2 cm^3^), difficult to access areas after SEEG identified the seizure onsets.[@CIT0045] The patient was seizure free at 20 months. SEEG can also inform a combined staged laser ablation and open resection strategy in complex malformations of cortical development.[@CIT0047]

Insular epilepsy {#S0005-S2004}
----------------

SEEG may improve access to investigate the insular cortex, which is deep to the frontal, parietal, and temporal opercula, and covered by Sylvian and distal middle cerebral artery vessels. Some centers favor an oblique approach to the insula with entry points in the frontal or parietal convexity to avoid crossing the Sylvian fissure and vessels on the surface of the insula and operculum. Others favor orthogonal approaches that sample the operculum en route to the insula and provide a more standardized matrix of electrodes for interpretation. In one center's experience of 135 patients whose investigation included insular coverage with primarily orthogonal approaches, none experienced hemorrhagic complication.[@CIT0048] Notably, only 23 (17%) were found to have insular onsets emphasizing the importance of also sampling the overlying opercula regardless of which trajectories are taken.

Hypothalamic hamartoma {#S0005-S2005}
----------------------

SEEG may also have a role in the investigation of deep-seated hypothalamic hamartomas[@CIT0049] particularly when there is extended epileptogenicity beyond the lesion.[@CIT0050] In one series of 9 patients who underwent SEEG-guided RF-TC, 5 patients experienced Engel class I outcomes and 4 were Engel II.[@CIT0051]

Periventricular nodular heterotopia (PVNH) {#S0005-S2006}
------------------------------------------

Similarly, SEEG has enhanced the evaluation of PVNH.[@CIT0012] SEEG allows for concomitant exploration of the deep heterotopic nodules as well as associated or alternative potential foci in the mesial temporal lobe or overlying cortex. In a recent study, 17 (85%) of 20 patients with epilepsy related to PVNH underwent SEEG-guided radiofrequency thermocoagulation, and 13 (76%) experienced Engel class I outcomes.[@CIT0052] There have also been isolated case reports of SEEG-guided LITT to localize and ablate PVNH seizure foci in a subsequent procedure.[@CIT0053]

Prior epilepsy surgery {#S0005-S2007}
----------------------

Craniotomy and subdural grid placement may be especially morbid or challenging in patients who have undergone a prior craniotomy and resection due to scarring of the pia, arachnoid, and dura, whereas the approach and risks with SEEG are largely unchanged in this population.[@CIT0032] After prior craniotomy, SDE carries an increased incidence of hemorrhage, infection, and wound leak.[@CIT0054],[@CIT0055] Another concern revolves around the limitations induced by scar tissue; prior incisions and cortical adhesions constrain efficacy of the recordings.[@CIT0056] By comparison, the safety of SEEG is likely unchanged in patients with prior surgery. In two series, one with 14 patients in whom seizures were not localized after craniotomy for subdural grids,[@CIT0037] and another in which 14 patients did not achieve seizure freedom after resections,[@CIT0057] only 1 patient experienced a major complication, an abscess, with SEEG. In the former study, 10 of 14 patients went on to definitive surgery and 6 achieved seizure freedom.[@CIT0037] In the latter, 9 of 14 achieved seizure-free outcomes.[@CIT0057] Another series reported 21 of 29 reoperative cases achieving Engel class I outcomes after seizures were localized with SEEG; complications were not reported separately for the subgroup.[@CIT0012]

SEEG-guided radiofrequency thermocoagulation (RF-TC) {#S0005-S2008}
----------------------------------------------------

In addition to guiding laser ablation, several centers have reported SEEG-guided RF-TC, as mentioned in the context of hypothalamic hamartoma and PVNH above. In this technique, thermocoagulation is performed via the SEEG contacts to create a focal lesion, potentially sparing the patient further stereotactic procedures. Seizure freedom appears to be lower than with laser ablation and open surgical technique, though there is limited experience and results are highly variable. A recent meta-analysis reported a pooled seizure freedom rate of 23%.[@CIT0058] Seizure freedom was highest among patients with heterotopias (38%) and hippocampal sclerosis (25%) and lower in FCD (18%) and nonlesional epilepsy (11%).

Epileptogenic networks {#S0005-S2009}
----------------------

SEEG's capacity for bilateral and multi-lobar sampling allows for the evaluation of epileptogenic networks underlying seizure initiation and propagation. Electrocorticography has traditionally attempted to define a single seizure onset zone, but SEEG can further delineate more remote structures involved in amplification.[@CIT0059] Defining the epileptogenic network can guide the extent of an initial resection or ablation or inform the next hypothesis when a tissue destructive procedure fails. As options for neuromodulation continue to advance, SEEG may also guide a more informed approach to the targeted disruption of seizure propagation, particularly in cases of eloquent cortex, multifocal, and nonfocal epilepsy.

Role in cognitive neurophysiology {#S0006}
=================================

SEEG offers an opportunity to confirm and extend cognitive neuroscience research from other modalities.[@CIT0060] The ability to observe neurophysiological signals with high temporal and spatial resolution between precisely localizable populations of neurons across distinct brain regions can inform mechanistic understanding of perceptual and cognitive functions. In particular, high-frequency broadband oscillation, also known as high gamma oscillatory activity, is a reliable electrophysiologic correlate of underlying averaged spiking activity generated by thousands of neurons.[@CIT0061]--[@CIT0064] High gamma also correlates with the hemodynamic signals in functional MRI.[@CIT0063],[@CIT0065],[@CIT0066] Several studies have also reported the use of combined electrodes that can record the local field potentials needed for clinical localization of the EZ and single unit neuronal activity, allowing for the study of response in isolated neurons to various stimuli or other study paradigms.

SEEG has several technical advantages over other modalities. Compared to noninvasive imaging modalities such as functional MRI, SEEG offers significantly greater temporal resolution. It also offers greater spatial resolution and greater signal-to-noise ratio than fMRI or scalp EEG, though the spatial coverage is limited to areas targeted based on the preimplantation hypothesis rather than the entire brain. Compared to subdural grids, the wide range of brain areas covered and three-dimensional arrays allow for the study of multiple nodes in a network and can provide information about functional interactions within and across networks. The orthogonal alignment of many SEEG electrodes allows one to examine the involvement of multiple layers of the cerebral cortex mantle. Indeed, the adoption of SEEG has seen with it a steady rise in the number of scientific publications related to intracranial EEG.[@CIT0060]

Direct electrical stimulation via SEEG electrodes (or other simultaneously implanted electrodes) offers the ability to record and stimulate the human brain at specific sites and test the causal importance of a given population of neurons and their interconnections for a particular function. SEEG also provides an opportunity to record and stimulate during uniquely human tasks or experiences while the subjective report of the human participant is immediately available.[@CIT0067]

Future directions in psychiatric disease {#S0007}
========================================

The history of SEEG and psychiatric neurosurgery have long been intertwined. Talairach was a psychiatrist who later trained as a neurosurgeon. He developed stereotactic surgery for SEEG and epilepsy but also to treat psychiatric patients using stereotactic lesioning of subcortical regions.[@CIT0068] He was the first to describe anterior capsulotomy.[@CIT0068] The development of psychopharmacology between 1950 and 1960 and the overzealous application of psychosurgery in that time drove clinical research away from the field for decades. However, with the success and safety of deep brain stimulation, a relatively reversible procedure, for movement disorders and the persistence of medication refractory psychiatric diseases, there has been renewed interest in using stereotactic procedures and neuromodulation for psychiatric indications.[@CIT0069] Deep brain stimulation holds a humanitarian device exemption for obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and has been investigated for diseases including depression, schizophrenia, post-traumatic stress disorder, addiction, self-injurious behavior, anorexia nervosa, and obesity.[@CIT0070] Much of the justification for these studies has come from a growing understanding of network dysfunction in psychiatric disease and hypotheses that neurostimulation can modulate these networks in a therapeutic manner. Several authors have attributed the failure of some of these trials, at least in part, to inadequate targeting on the basis of symptom complexes and corresponding network dysfunction.[@CIT0071],[@CIT0072]

SEEG's advantages in terms of spatial and temporal resolution in the study of normal human cognitive neurophysiology should theoretically apply to the study of network dysfunction in psychiatric disease as well. SEEG could therefore be used diagnostically to identify patterns of network dysfunction that justify a specific target for neurostimulation. In addition, SEEG has the added advantage that it can potentially be used concurrently with stimulation to measure the effects on network activity. In one ongoing study, investigators will concurrently place SEEG and DBS electrodes with directional steering, to understand symptomatic networks and engage those networks on an individualized basis.[@CIT0073] They will target the subgenual cingulate and ventral capsule/ventral striatum. 

The availability of the Responsive Neurostimulation (RNS^®^) System NeuroPace (Mountain View, California, USA), a closed-loop stimulation system also developed for epilepsy,[@CIT0074] promises a more dynamic approach to neuromodulation for psychiatric disease.[@CIT0075] The RNS system consists of an implanted device that can detect neurophysiologic signals and respond to specific patterns in real time. One trial is underway using RNS for loss of control eating targeting biomarkers in the nucleus accumbens.[@CIT0076] In another study, researchers will use a novel bidirectional neuromodulation system (Activa RC+S, Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA) to measure local field potentials at the site of stimulation in the subgenual cingulate and define future parameters for close-loop stimulation.[@CIT0077]

SEEG may have a future role in identifying the stereotactic targets and neurophysiologic biomarkers for stimulation and studying the effects of stimulation prior to, or concurrently with, system implantation. In this paradigm, an inpatient Psychiatric Monitoring Unit (PMU) will be developed, analogous to the Epilepsy Monitoring Unit (EMU) that is currently present in all academic epilepsy centers. Similar to an epilepsy patient multidisciplinary team case conference that occurs prior to any SEEG implant, a psychiatric patient's amalgamated clinical and neuroimaging data would undergo an intensive review as to potential candidacy for network modulation and optimal possible neuromodulatory targets. Following a SEEG implantation exploring these specific networks, the patient would return to the PMU for recording of brain activity from the implanted cortical and white matter targets, and for careful stimulation of these specific sites to assess biological effect. In this way, specific treatment of particular brain sites could be tested in the PMU for short-term efficacy, potentially improving the safety and success of a more permanent continuous or closed-loop neuromodulation system.

Conclusion {#S0008}
==========

Bolstered by stereotactic robotic assistance and growing evidence of safety without catheter-based angiography, SEEG has gained wider acceptance as a first line intracranial monitoring approach for many pre-implantation hypotheses. Rates of clinically significant hemorrhage, infection, and other complications appear lower with SEEG than with SDE. The efficacy of SEEG as a diagnostic tool is difficult to assess as outcomes depend heavily on how and when it is employed, interpretation of the findings, and subsequent treatments. At a minimum, SEEG may spare patients craniotomies if no single, resectable EZ is identified or a stereotactic intervention such as LITT, RF-TC, RNS, or DBS is ultimately pursued. While SDE allows for excellent localization and functional mapping on the outer cortical surface, SEEG offers a less invasive option for many intracranial investigations where it would be impractical or challenging to achieve similar coverage with SDE. SEEG allows for relatively easy sampling from virtually anywhere in the brain including deep and medial structures, gray matter in the depths of sulci, circumspherically around deep lesions and prior resection or ablation sites, and simultaneously from multiple lobes or bilateral hemispheres. SEEG has been employed to investigate potential seizure onsets in the temporal lobe, the insula, lesional and non-lesional extra-temporal epilepsy, hypothalamic hamartoma, periventricular nodular heterotopia, and when patients have had prior craniotomies. SEEG supports the investigation of seizures as an epileptogenic network rather than a single focus, which may have important implications for the study and treatment of epilepsy not currently amenable to focal treatment techniques. SEEG also offers a valuable opportunity for cognitive neurophysiology research and may have an important role in the study of dysfunctional networks in psychiatric disease and understanding the potential effects of neuromodulation.
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[^1]: **Note:** Selected series from the literature reporting greater than 50 patients; data from Garcia-Lorenzo et al (2019)[@CIT0036] and Cardinale et al (2016).[@CIT0011]

[^2]: **Abbreviations:** N/A, not available; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; CT, computed tomography; SEEG, stereoelectroencephalography; SDE, subdural electrodes; RF-TC, radiofrequency thermocoagulation; LITT, laser interstitial thermal therapy; VNS, vagus nerve stimulation; RNS, responsive neurostimulation; DBS, deep brain stimulation.
